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Abstract
I have reached the conclusion that the human nose might be involved in cooling of the brain. In
this report, I first describe the clinical observations about ankyloglossia with deviation of the epiglottis and larynx (ADEL) with regard to sleep that I have made during my 30 years of otorhinolaryngological experience. Then I describe the physiology of the nose. Next I quote from reports on
paradoxical sleep, or REM sleep, from Kitamura K (2009) and Jouvet M (1992). Finally, I present
the conclusion that nasal respiration is indispensable to a deep and sound sleep that refreshes
humans and promotes vitality.
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1. Introduction
Historically, ankyloglossia was thought to be the result of suckling problems [1]-[3].
But there is a condition where ankyloglossia is accompanied by upward and forward deviation of the epiglottis and larynx. I was first to report this condition ankyloglossia with deviation of the epiglottis and larynx
(ADEL) [4]-[6]. In ADEL the tongue is attached to the mandibular bone ventrally and it is attached to the floating hyoid bone caudally. As a result, the epiglottis and larynx are pulled upward and forward. The tongue is restricted and the airway between the nasal choanae and the larynx is deviated.
This condition causes multiple symptoms in humans, and these symptoms change with age. In babies, there
are suckling problems, suffocation during suckling, hard crying, cold extremities, shallow sleep, digit sucking,
etc. [7]. Symptoms in childhood include poor posture, fatigability, dependency, moving about while sleeping,
etc. [8], and those of adults are fatigability, daytime sleepiness, sleep apnea, hypopnea, snoring, etc. [5].
I developed two operations for ADEL. The first was correction of the glosso-larynx (CGL) [9]. The aim of
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CGL is to cut the center of the sublingual membrane whether or not a lingual frenulum is present. Then two to
three bundles of both genioglossus muscles are cut. As a result movements of the tongue increase and the epiglottis and larynx move downward and dorsally. The face of the vocal folds is positioned in front of the nasal
choanal opening. The airstream between the nose and the larynx flows smoothly.
After CGL the following changes were observed: increased respiratory rate, vital capacity, forced expiratory
volume and expansions of both the hypopharynx and trachea. Immediately after CGL, babies’ faces changed to
a more healthy color and their cry became clearer and louder [10].
Then I developed the expansion of the vestibular oris (EVO) for ADEL, which is accompanied by incomplete
development of the maxillary bone as well as facial muscles. The aims of EVO are to decrease the ventral forces
of the depressor septi nasi muscle from the maxillary bone, promote lateral growth of the maxillary bone, and
widen the nasal cavities. The method is to cut the upper lingual frenulum, then detach the depressor nasi muscles
from the maxillary bone to the level of the junction of nasal septum and maxillary bone [11].
After EVO, the following changes were observed: nasal widening, decreased nasal airway resistance and increased nasal airflow, and esthetic facial changes [11]-[13]. The expansion of the nostrils, rise of the angulus
oris and widening of both optic fissures are observable just after EVO.
After both surgeries, in infants suckling problems, hard crying, shallow sleep, and mother-baby communications were ameliorated greatly. In adults, respiration became easier and the body relaxed. All who underwent
these operations revealed improvements in sleep.
I developed Z-pharyngoplasty (ZPP) to expand the oropharynx instead of uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP)
for heavy snorers. The uvula is cut during UPPP. The uvula is a sensor of swallowing to avoid accidental ingestion when eating. In ZPP the uvula is untouched and oropharynx opens wider than with UPPP [14] [15].
Adeno-tonsillectomies were often performed in children with sleep disorders and/or apnea accompanied by
ADEL and by hyper adenoid vegetation and tonsillar hypertrophy. After these operations it was reported that the
children slept quietly and did not move around during sleep. Also, they awakened earlier than before the operations [16]-[18]. These observations revealed that the benefits of sleep are not necessarily related to the length of
sleep time. Sleep even in shorter durations can increase vitality.

2. Nose
The wing of the nose surrounds the nasal vestibulum, nasal septum, and nares, which comprises the nasal valve.
The most important component of nasal airflow resistance is the nasal valve. Cottle et al. reported that the main
airflow regulator in the (leptorrhine) nose of Caucasians is the nasal valve [19]-[21]. The airflow resistance effect of decongestion by turbinates in leptorrhine and platyrrhine noses did not demonstrate significant differences.
When sniffing, the nostrils open and narrow synchronously with narrowing and widening of the vocal folds
[22]-[25]. If an individual has lost the sense of smell, the sniffing movements of both nostrils and vocal folds
disappear [22]-[25]. Also, when sniffing, the direction of the nasal airflow changes towards the olfactory area,
and the airflow in this area increases [26]. These observations suggest that the nasal valves control nasal airflow.

3. Sleep
If an animal does not sleep, or is deprived of sleep, it dies. Sleep is regulated by the brain and is essential for
maintenance of the brain. Although the brain comprises only 2% of the body weight, the brain consumes 20% of
the total body energy. Especially the consumption of glucose increases during paradoxical, or REM, sleep. That
is, the consumption of energy increases during paradoxical (REM) sleep and, as a result, the body temperature
rises. When the rise in body temperature is restrained, paradoxical (REM) sleep can continue for a longer period.
The tension in antigravity muscles disappears during paradoxical (REM) sleep. This sleep is physically the
deepest [27] [28].
The brain neural network is efficiently reorganized during paradoxical (REM) sleep. Repairs, fixation of
memories, and adaptation to the circumstances encountered during the daytime are done efficiently by the brain
according to innate programming. In other words, repairs are made during dreaming. Dreaming is essential for
establishing the individuality that makes one individual different from others [27] [28]. In addition to the activation processes taking place in the brain, growth hormone is secreted and memories are fixed during paradoxical
(REM) sleep [27] [28]. Maintaining the vitality and activation of the immune system might also be regulated
during paradoxical (REM) sleep.
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Heat radiation takes place from the skin of the extremities during paradoxical (REM) sleep. It has been said
that when the body temperature decreases, the length of paradoxical (REM) sleep increases. That is, control
systems regulating sleep are closely related to body temperature [27] [28].
Sleep apnea, snoring, insomnia, and light sleep are observed when patients have a nasal obstruction. In addition to these symptoms, enuresis and poor memory are observed in children with nasal obstructions [16] [17]
[29]. These children are apt to be dependent and have underdeveloped egos. They are apt to be left behind and
are also dependent even after they grow up [16] [17] [29].
Rolling about during sleep shows that an individual cannot enter into deep sleep. Presumably such persons
have short paradoxical (REM) sleep. These observations might be the same in adult patients with sleep disorders.
Patients with nasal obstruction complain that they feel dull and have a vague affect during the day even if they
have had sufficient sleep. Although their SpO2 is within the normal average range while sleeping, the brain
might not be activated during sleep if such persons only have short paradoxical (REM) sleep. It may be possible
that refreshment of the brain during sleep is imperfect in those with a nasal obstruction. Activation of the brain
might be imperfect during sleep. Brain temperature probably rises during sleep if nasal obstruction is present,
and such arise will keep an individual awake.
Children that have recovered from EVO, CGL, and adeno-tonsillectomy sleep silently and without motion.
They become self-assertive. They more clearly show their likes and dislikes. Their post-operative changes show
that they enter deep and sound sleep [17] [30]. In other words, they have longer periods of paradoxical (REM)
sleep. Their genetic programs work to recover their individuality so that they are unique individuals in their
dreams or during paradoxical (REM) sleep.
In humans, the neurocranium is located at the top of the nose. The nose is located between the neurocranium
and the respiratory cranium. Development of the neurocranium in humans is faster than that of the respiratory
cranium. It has almost reached adult size at the age of seven years [31]. On the contrary, the end of growth of the
respiratory cranium is when the wisdom teeth appear [32].
After airflow enters into the nasal cavity via nasal valves, it becomes turbulent and expands through the nasal
cavities to the posterior choanae. The nasal cavities are lined by ciliated, pseudostratified columnar epithelium.
It has been noted that the membrane of middle and inferior turbinates is, in its abundance of vascular patterns,
sometimes mistaken by pathologists for neoplasms such as a haemangioma or angiofibroma [33].
It was said that except for smelling, the role of the human nose is to clean, humidify, and warm the air that
flows into the lung. Humidification and warming are nothing but heat radiations. The walls between the cranium
and nose consist of thin, hard, and flat cavernous bone (Figure 1 and Figure 2). These anatomical structures are

Figure 1. Frontal view of the cranium. The walls between the cranium and
nose consist of thin, hard, and flat cavernous bone.
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Figure 2. Lateral view of the cranium. The anatomical structures of the nose
are well suited for heat exchange.

well suited for heat exchange. The paranasal sinuses might also be useful for cooling of the brain.
Through the heat exchanges that take place in the nose, humans get sufficient paradoxical (REM) sleep.

4. Conclusion
It is concluded that the most important function of the human nose might be cooling of the brain during sleep.
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